Most payers’ business systems comprise many technologies and platforms. For each technology tool placed into operation, there are data requirements and processes that must be integrated with existing technologies and processes.

Creating new code for every new technology you integrate is both time-consuming and costly. And if changes to one system are made, the effects ripple across multiple systems. For organizations that use the TriZetto QNXT™ core administration system, there is a better way to manage the integration process. It’s called QNXT eXtended Integration™, or QXI.

Web services that facilitate rapid, flexible integration of multiple information technology applications
QNXT eXtended Integration and the QNXT core administration system are part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and improve the member and patient experience.

QXI leverages Web service technology and service-oriented architecture to provide a high degree of interoperability—enabling users to quickly and easily access, search and update information stored within the QNXT system, then deliver that data to other business applications.

Put the Power of QXI to Work for You

- Accelerate implementation projects and increase speed to market
- Increase existing software value by connecting, routing and transforming stored or shared data
- Reduce system implementation and ownership costs
- Simplify application integration
- Improve utilization of existing IT assets and increase ROI
- Simplify the enterprise architecture and computing model
External Integration Opportunities for QXI Services

QNXT™

For most payers that use the QNXT core administrative system, integration with multiple applications is the norm. TriZetto has designed the QXI to streamline and improve the integration process, saving payers time, money and resources and helping them take fuller advantage of their data.

QXI comprises nine services and more than 80 underlying operations within the QNXT system:

- The Benefit Plan Web service retrieves, returns and writes benefit plan information
- The Case Management service retrieves, returns and writes case data
- The Claim service retrieves, returns and writes claims data and enables applications to search stored claims data
- The Finance service retrieves, returns and writes financial information
- The Member service retrieves, returns and writes member information
- The Provider service retrieves, returns and writes provider and affiliate information
- The Referral service retrieves, returns and writes referral and pre-authorization information
- The Sponsor service retrieves, returns and writes group and employer information
- The Utility service retrieves, returns and writes configuration information

With QXI, Financial, Member, Provider and Employer information stored within the QNXT core Administrative System is easily retrieved and made available to third-party applications.

Reach your objectives faster
In addition to the TriZetto QNXT QXI product, we offer an extensive line of solutions and services that harness the power of digital to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of performance and efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations, and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.

For more information about how the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and quality of care, call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.
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